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A B S T R A C T  

It is a major problem in the study of protein structure to predict 
which proteins have new, currently unknown structural folds. In 
an attempt to address this problem we studied the locaUon of all 
proteins with solved structures within the map of all known 
protein sequences provided by ProtoMap. The mutual distances 
m th~s map among solved structures are used to derive a 
probablhstlc model from which we infer an estimate for the 
probabdlty of an unsolved protein to have a new fold. The 
probabilities were based on data from SCOP release 1.37. The 
results were evaluated against the more recent SCOP pre-release 
1.41. Our predicted probabdmes for unsolved proteins to have a 
new fold are very well correlated with the proportion of new 
folds among recently released structures. Thus, reformation about 
the structure of proteins can be referred from a global relauonal 
view of protein sequences. Finally, the same procedure was 
apphed to estimate probabdltWS on the basis of SCOP 1.41. A 
hst of the highest scoring proteins Is provided: These are about 
80 non-membranous proteins that belong to clusters with more 
than 5 proteins and achieve the highest probability to have a new 
fold. A rational selection for 3D determination of those targets is 
expected to accelerate the pace of new fold d~scovery. 

Keywords 
global protein organization, structural genomics, clustering, 
statistical mode, structure prediction. 

1. Introduction 
Solving the structure of all representative proteins is a major goal 
of present day biology. The number of known protein sequences 
already exceeds 300,000, and is rapidly growing. In the 
foreseeable future it wall be impossible to experimentally solve 
so many structures. Therefore, 1t ~s necessary to find ways to 
predict some key structural properties of a protein based on its 
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sequence and on data derived from structurally solved proteins. 
Current attempts to computat~onally determine a protein's 
structure based on sequence alone still have a limited success, 
partly due to the shortage in solved structures that can be used as 
models. To quote from the structure-based funcuonal genomlcs 
meeting in Avelon, New-Jersey 1998: "Structure determination 
of 10,000 properly chosen proteins should result in useful three- 
dimensional models for hundreds of thousands of other protein 
sequences. In other words, structural genomlcs will put each 
protein within comparative modeling distance of a known protein 
structure" [16]. In order to realize this vision, the structural 
community must first select those properly chosen target 
protems. Clearly these target proteins should include 
representauves of all possible structural folds (discussed in [7], 
[8], [9], [11] and [17]). 

Assignment of structures to protgomes ~s addressed by 
computational as well as by experimental approaches. Those 
proteins, for which no related structure is known, can form a 
basis for a list of targets likely to have unknown folds [16] The 
total number of protein folds in the entire protein umverse is 
unknown [3], [5]. This number was esumated to be around 1,000 
[1], but, esumates ranging from 700 to over 10,000 were made 
[2], [14], [18] and [4]. The total number of currently known 
protein folds 453 according to the SCOP 1.41 classification [6] 
and 635 folds (topologies) according to CATH 1.5 [15]. 

In this study we address the problem of compdmg a list of target 
proteins by estimating the probability for each protein to have a 
new fold. We use the structures in SCOP 1.37 to estimate the 
probabdlty of each protein to have a new fold We verify our 
estimation procedure by verifying our estimated probabilities 
against newer structures from SCOP 1.41. Having verified our 
procedure, we apply it to the structures in SCOP 1.41 to generate 
up-to-date estimations 

Our target list consists of those proteins whose esumated 
probabdlty to have a new fold is highest. 

2. Prediction Procedure 
We employ two classifications of  proteins: ProtoMap [19] and 
SCOP [13]. ProtoMap is an automatically-generated hierarchical 
and relational classification of  all protein sequences in 
Swlssprot. We use the most relaxed level of classification (level 
e-0) of ProtoMap version 2.0. This version includes 72,623 
protein sequences that are classified to 13,354 clusters. 
ProtoMap can be accessed at http://www.protomap.cs.huji.ac.d. 
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[ ]  Percent of occupied clusters with md=cated number of 
occupied sequences. • Percent of occupied sequences in 
clusters w~th indicated number of occupied sequences. The 
numbers of the clusters in the top two bins along with the ProSite 
families found in them are indicated. Note that while 59% of the 
occupied clusters contan only one occupied sequence, more than 
73% of the occupied sequences are in clusters that contain two or 
more occupied sequences per cluster. 

Fig.  1 - Distr ibut ion of  the number  of  occupied  sequences  in 
each occupied c luster  

Each cluster of sequences in ProtoMap has a weighted list of 
related clusters. We,ghts (called q u a l i t y )  range from 0.0 to 
!.0 and reflect the staustical significance of the relatedness. The 
lists of related clusters encode many biological meaningful 
relations and form the basis for mapping the protein space [19]. 
One can define a graph whose vertices are all the clusters in 
ProtoMap level e-0. Edges connect each cluster to the clusters 
related to it. This graph can be "clipped" at different thresholds, 
by eliminating all edges below a given threshold. Consequently, 
each threshold y, elds connected components of different size and 
connectivity. 

SCOP is a hierarchical classification of all known protein 
structural domains [13]. We have studied SCOP release 1.37 
(5,741 natural protein entries that were registered at the PDB 
database prior to 1997, 20 Oct). This release comprised 11,748 
records of 2,264 domains. The transformation from the number 
of PDB entries to the number of SCOP records and SCOP 
domains reflects 0) parsing of the proteins to their structural 
dommns (n) grouping of entries in SCOP records that reflects the 
redundancy within PDB. These 2,264 domains are classified to 
834 families, 593 super-families, 427 folds and 8 classes. Two 
more classes - "designed proteins" and "non-protein" are not 
considered in this study. SCOP can be accessed at 
http://scop.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/scop. 

Our hypothesis is that distances on the ProtoMap graph are 
consistent with distances between protein features, including 
their structure. This hypothesis is based on numerous biological 
test cases that were manually evaluated [10] and [19]. We 
describe below an exploration of the distances in the ProtoMap 
graph between known structures, and extract from this 
exploration a statistical estimation of a protein's probability to 
have a new fold. 

2.1 Mapping SCOP Domains to Swissprot 
Protein Chains 
We start by mapping each domain m SCOP to the sequence(s) m 
Swissprot that form that domain. 

Of  the 2,264 domains, 1,986 mapped successfully. Most (170 
dom~uns) of the unmatched domains are variable regions m 
immunoglobuhns that have no corresponding sequence. The rest 
(108 domains) are well distributed and are the result "of 
inconsistencies between records in SCOP, PDB, and Swissprot. 
Our discussion ignores all these unmatched domains. 

Mapping of domains to sequences can be viewed m both 
directions We say that a sequence is occupied if  it maps to to 
at least one domain, and is v a c n a c  otherwise. Of  the 72,623 
sequences, 1,688 are occupied. 

We extend the mapping of sequences to folds, by saying that a 
sequence maps to a fold if  it maps to a domain that is classified 
to that fold. Of  the 427 folds ,n SCOP, 411 mapped to sequences. 

We extend the mapping of folds to clusters, by saying that a fold 
maps to a cluster if  ,t maps to a sequence that is classified to that 
cluster. We say that a cluster Is occupied i f  it maps to any 
fold, and v a c a n t  otherwise. 

Of  the 13,354 clusters in ProtoMap (at the most relaxed level of 
classification, e-0), 756 are occupied. The distribution of  the 
number of occupied sequences in each occupied cluster is shown 
in Fig. 1. 

2.2 Assigning Representative Folds for 
ProtoMap Clusters 
Since many proteins are mulu-domam, a sequence may map to 
several domains, which usually have distinct folds. Of the 1,688 
occupied sequences, 352 (21%) map to more than one domain. 
This creates a problem when one tries to investigate structure, 
which is domain oriented, using ProtoMap, which is whole- 
protein oriented. The problem is illustrated in Fig. 2. Panel B 
illustrates a problematic ProtoMap cluster Sequences no. 1 and 
5 are m that cluster due to false transitivity - they have different 
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Each pallet illustrates a hypothetical cluster. The shapes symbol folds, 
and the hnee with the shapes on them symbol sequences that have 
the respected folds. 

Fig. 2 - M u l t i -d o ma i n  problem i l lustrat ion 1 
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folds, and furthermore, it is possible that there is no fold x that 
appears on any protein with the triangular fold and on another 
protein with the pentagonal fold. Panel A illustrates a more 
regular cluster. Almost all the proteins in the cluster share a 
common fold, but some of them have other folds in addition to 
that fold In th, s study, we chose to address w,th the muir,- 
domain problem by assigning a single representative fold for 
each occup,ed cluster. 

For each occupied cluster, we chose as a representative, the fold 
that maps to the max,mum number  of sequences m that cluster 
(if  more than one fold was maximal in that respect, one was 
chosen arbitrarily). Thus, if  we now look at Fig. 2 as i f  the 
Illustrated sequences are the occupied sequences in the 
hypothetical clusters, then the representauve folds for the 
clusters in panel A and B would be the square fold and the oval 
fold, respectively. 

For panel A, if the occupied sequence faithfully represent all the 
sequences in the cluster, the assignment of the square fold as a 
representative, while simplifying the data, is justified. For the 
hypothetical cluster in panel B, the oval fold is clearly not a 
sat, sfying representat,ve, however, no better cho, ce is avadable. 

The following statistics describe the dtstortion generated by the 
above process of ass,gning representative folds to cluster: 

In 82% of the occupied clusters, the second best candidate fold 
mapped to less than 0.75 times the number  of sequences as the 
fold that was chosen as representative. 

Off the 411 folds that mapped to sequences, 329 folds were 
chosen as clusters'  representatives. Of  the remaining 82 folds that 
were never chosen as representatives, 44 are coupled to a 
representaUve fold (i.e., every sequence to which they map, also 
maps to that fold). These folds add little information to the 
reformation supplied by their coupled fold. Therefore, about 10% 
of the folds are not represented in the group of representative 
folds. 

Only 80 sequences do not map to the representative fold of their 
cluster. These 80 sequences constitute less than 6.5% of the 
occupied sequences in clusters that include more than one 
occupied sequence. Therefore, ProtoMap is selective for SCOP 
folds, and the representat, ve fold represents at least some part of 
almost all the sequences ,n the cluster. 

2.3 Predicting a Proteins Probability to Have 
a New Fold 
Having observed that ProtoMap is selecuve for folds, we can 
speak of the "Fold of a cluster" and about the probability that a 
cluster's fold is a new, unknown fold. We say that a cluster IS 
new when its (presently undetermined) corresponding fold is 
absent from SCOP, and o l d  otherwise. We wish to predict for 
each cluster the probability that it is new. This is done as 
follows: Fix a threshold t on the quality of relatedness between 
clusters. Th,s defines a graph G, whose vertices are clusters and 
where edges connect pmrs of clusters whose relatedness is of 
quality t or more. Let dga, b) define the distance between clusters 
a and b in 6;, (i.e. the m,nlmal number  of edges on any path from 
a to b m G,). The i - n e i g h b o r h o o d  of cluster c is the group 

of clusters whose distance from c in 6;, is no more than i: 

N, (c;i)=-- {a l d, (a,c) <- i)} 
We say that an i-neighborhood o f c  is vacant if  all the clusters 
m it are vacant and is o c c u p i e d  otherwise. The vacan t -  
ne ighborhood  of cluster c is the maximal i-neighborhood of c 

that is vacant. The v a c a n t - n e i g h b o r h o o d - w i d t h  is the i 
of the vacant-neighborhood: 

VNW, (c) = max~ I N, (c;i)~ vacant} 
1 

VNt (c)- Nt (c;VNWt (c)) 
GI is not a connected graph, and there are cases where all the 
clusters in a connected component are vacant. For a cluster in 
such a connected component, VNWt(c)=~ We define the 
isolation size of cluster c as the size of its vacant- 

neighborhood, and the i s o l a t i o n  t y p e  of cluster c as 
r e l a t i v e  if  It is in a connected component that is not all 
vacant, and as f u l l  otherwise. These two values together are 

the isolation valueofc: 

ISt(c)=-]VN,(c] 

iTt (c)_ Irelative i f V N W , ( c ) < o o  

[ l :u l  1 if VNW, (c)= oo 

I,(c)- (IS,(c),IT,(c)) 
We define two base distributions other the umform distribution 
of all clusters: Let c be a random variable uniformly dls tnbuted 
over the group of all clusters. Than define: 

DfU[I] - Pr[I : I (c)l c e  old] 

D ,  eW[l] = Pr[I = I (c)l c e  new] 
Dt°~[l] is the distribution of isolation values of old clusters, and 
D:'~[I] is the distribution of isolaaon values of new clusters. 
Our training set for estimating the base distributions consisted of 
the ent, re set of occupted clusters (756 clusters). 

To estimate DT~[I], we calculated for each occupied cluster the 
isolation it would have had, had it been vacant. To est,mate 
D:'~[I], we calculated for each occupied cluster with a 
representative fold f ,  the isolat, on it would have had, had all the 
occupied clusters represented by the same f o l d f  been vacant. We 
then gathered the data to bins of isolation values. The data 
immediately suggest partitioning the range of isolation values 
into three bins: (z, f u l l ) ,  (1, r e l a t i v e ) ,  and the rest of the 

values, where z stands for any value. We define the bins of 
isolatmn values as follows: 
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000 

F i g .  3 - B a s e  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  

li if [IT, (c)= relative]A [IS, (c)= 1] 
~ t ( C ) =  - if[[T,(c)=relative]A[2<_IS,(c)<x] 

if [IT, (c)= relative]A Ix --< IS t (c)] 
if IT, (c)= f u l l  

where s stands for s m a l l ,  ra for m e d i u m ,  1 for l a r g e  and £ 
for £ u 2 2 .  

The parameter x was determined to maximize the difference 
between D~U[]] and D/"W[]l, by maximizing the Kullback-Leiber 
divergence between the two distributions (D,t[D~ 'u I Dt"ew]). 

We performed the est lmatmn process for three thresholds: 0.0, 
0.1 and 0.3. The values determined for the parameter x were 8, 
19 and 12 respectively. Fig.  3 describes the three pairs of base 
distributions that derived from the estimation process. 

In order to transform the distributions to probabilities we have to 
include the prior probability of a cluster to be new. This prior 
probabdtty for a new fold is based on the number  of currently 
discovered folds (427, according to SCOP 1.37) and on the 
estimation of total number  of folds, for which a rather 
conservative esumate of 1,000 is taken [1]. Based on this 
assumption, we calculated the overall probability of any fold to 
be new: 

Pr[new] = 1 - (total number  of known folds) / (total number  of 
folds) = 1 - 427 / 1000 = 0.573. 

We defined the d~stributIon of Isolatmn values of all vacant 
clusters: 

D,[~1]- Pr[l= [,(c)lce vacant] = 
Pr[new]* D:eW [l ]+ O - Pr[new~* D°U [r~ ] 

The probability that a cluster is new, given its isolation value is: 

'new]*  rr"ew] 

Z : [i]*rr[new] 
D,I J 

For each cluster c, the probability that It is new ~s given by: 

newl-Pr, ew'i,(c)l 
Fig. 3 shows the values calculated for the probabdi ty that cluster 
be new for each bin of isolation values, for all three threshold we 

used (Pro o[newl]], Pro l[~ewll], Pro 3[newlO). There seems to be 
a paradox in the probabilities assigned to the f u l l  isolation bin. 
One would expect that the probabili ty of a cluster in the f u 2 2  
isolation bm to be new be higher than the probability of a cluster ' 
in the l a r g e  isolauon Nn. This paradox is discussed later. 

We now wanted to choose one final probability function. Since 
Dkl[Do3 °ut I 17o3" "w] was significantly lower than DkdDo i °~ I 
Dot n'w] and Dkt[Doo °u I Doone'], we continued analysis only for 
thresholds 0.0 and 0.1 

We next used the membranous proteins as a test case. So far, 
there are only very few membranous protein domains whose 
structure is solved (mostly classified as SCOP class 6). Therefore 

2 4 0  
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We say that a cluster ts membranous when no less than a third 
of the sequences ,n the cluster have two or more transmembrane 
regions, according to Swissprot records. At each threshold we 
compared two distributions of ~11 clusters vs. the membranous 
clusters dmtnbution to the different bins. The ratio between the 
percentage of membranous clusters that fall into each bin and the 
percentage of all clusters that fall into =t ,s shown ,n this figure (Y- 
axis). (A) - threshold 0.0, (B) -threshold 0.1 and (C) - combined 
bins The (expected) shift of membranous clusters towards the 
bins predicting high probabilities to be new is clearly seen. 

Fig .  4 - M e m b a r u o u s  c l u s t e r s  tes t  

In view of the 
combine Pr0o 
probability 
follows: 

we expect clusters of membranous proteins to have higher 
probabilities to be new than the rest of the clusters. For this test 
only proteins with mult,ple membrane spanning regions were 
considered The analysis described in Fig. 4A-B shows that the 
probability functions we calculated indeed assign higher 
probablhtles to membranous clusters The probability function 
calculated using threshold 0 1 shows best this feature. For 
threshold 0.1, the ratio ranges from 0.22 in the lowest probability 
bin to 6.45 in the highest bm; a factor of 29.5. For threshold 0.0, 
this factor is 20. The higher factor that was found for threshold 
0.1 is In accord with the higher probability assigned to its highest 
probability bm (0.82 vs. 0.76), 

membranous proteins test results, we decided to 
and Pr01. Our final isolation value bins and 
function Prcombme a were defined as 

if/0o(C)= 1 ^ I0 l(c)~: 1 
/Pr0,[ce new]if Icombmed(C)~Z& 

Prc°'b'"ed[Ce new]-tProo[Ce new]if icomb,ned(C)=& 
where a stands for a d d e d .  

Table 1 lists the probability to be new Preombxnea assigned to each 
cluster according to its isolation value bin. 

Bin: occup2ed small full medlum Added large 

Prob.: 0 00 0.45 0.62 0,62 0.75 0 82 

Table I - Prcombmea based on s t ructures  in S C O P  1.37 

3. Evaluation of Prediction 
At this point we had fixed Prcombi, fea as our prediction and had 
not change it any further. 

Our prediction and the use of a statistical-computational 
approach are based on all records in SCOP release 1.37. We 
tested our prediction on new structures that are included in the 
currently pre-released SCOP 1.41. 

We repeated the process of  mapping domains to sequences using 
the records of SCOP 1.41. Following the procedure 2,428 
domains that consmute 438 folds were successfully mapped. Out 
of these 532 domains and 60 folds are new. We keep the 
defimttons of occupied and vacant sequences to indicate 
the status of sequences regarding SCOP 1.37. We say that a 
sequence is 1 . 4 1  o c c u p i e d  if it is v a c a n t  and maps to a 
domain m SCOP 1.41. We say that a cluster is 1 . 4 1  

o c c u p i e d  if it contains at least one sequence that is 1.41 
occupied. Our test set was the group of 1 . 4 1  o c c u p i e d  

clusters. We assigned each of these dusters a fold based on both 
the occupied and the i .  41 o c c u p i e d  sequences m it (we 
applied the same process we used for assigning representative 
folds from SCOP 1.37). Due to ProtoMap's selectivity for folds, 
a 1 . 4 1  o c c u p i e d  cluster is most likely n e w  if  its (1.41) 
representauve fold Is new. 

Fig. 5 describes the proportion of newclusters  among the 1 . 4 1  

clusters In each Prro=b~,a bin. Our expectation from the 
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Fig.  5 - Proport ion of  n e w  folds in each bin  

probability functmn is that it should keep order with the real 
distribution describing the probabdlty of clusters to be new.  That  

is ff for bins A and B, Prcomb,,,d[A] > Prcomb,,~a[B], we would like 
that the proportion of n e w  clusters in bin A be higher than the 

proporuon of n e w  clusters m bin B. The results it~ Fig. 5 fully 
support that expectat)on. 

4. Splitting the £ u 2  2 Isolation Bin 
The esumated probabd]ty to be new for the f u l l  ]solahon bin 

seems hke a paradox: Let b be a cluster with i s o l a t i o n  

t y p e  f u l l .  Let a be a cluster w~th i s o l a t i o n  t y p e  
r e l a t i v e .  It would have been more reasonable had the 

probability to be new of cluster b been higher than the 
probabd]ty to be new of cluster a,  regardless of the isolation size 
of ei ther cluster. 

There probab]hty are translt,ve relauons between clusters that 
ProtoMap misses, some because the intermediate proteins 
between the clusters are unknown. Because of this, we cannot 

Each czmle represents a cluster, hnes represent edge between 
related clusters. 
Assume that the only occupied cluster )n the dlustrated graph ~s 
cluster c. For both cluster a and cluster b, their respected 1- 
neighborhoods are their vacant ne)ghborhoeds, and both these 
vacant neighborhoods are of size 4, therefore k%(a)=l...%(b)=4 
However, ITt(a)=-z'elative and extending its vacant- 
neighborhood one more step leads to cluster c, which is 
occupied, whereas 17"t(b)=full, and no extenmon of its vacant- 
neighborhood is possible Therefore one can safely assume that 
cluster b is at least as d=stant as cluster a from any know 
structure, and that the estimated probabihty to be new for cluster 
b should be at least as large as the est)mated prolaab=hty to be 
new for cluster a. Assume now that cluster c )s vacant, while 
cluster d =s occupied. Cluster gs vacant neighborhood ~s now it's 
4-netghborhoed, and ISt(a)=13. We cannot be sure whether 
cluster a is more or less d=stant than cluster b from any known 
structure. 

Fig.  6 - M u l t i -d o ma i n  problem i l lustrat ion 2 

say that ff a cluster's i s o l a t i o n  t y p e  is f u l l ,  its 
probabdzty to be new ,s higher than that of any cluster whose 
isolation type is relative. Looking back at clusters a 
and b from our example, we can expect only that if  the 
i s o l a t i o n  s i z e s  of cluster a and cluster b are the same, the 

probabihty to be new for cluster b be higher than the probabd~ty 
to be new for cluster a (Illustrated m Fig. 6). 

We expect our probability to be new function to reflect this 
reasoning, however Prco,.b,n,d assigns a lower probabili ty to he 
new for clusters with i s o l a t i o n  t y p e  f u l l  than to any 
cluster except for those that are related to occupied clusters 
( lKc)=(1 ,re la t ive) .  This problem is solved if  the f u l l  
isolation bin is spht  to two bins: s m a l l  f u l l ,  for clusters in 

vacant connected components of size 1 (parallel to bin sma l l ) ,  
and medium f u l l ,  for clusters m vacant connected 
components of  size 2-18 (parallel to bm medium). The size ff 

the largest vacant connect component in Got is 10, therefore" 
there is no need for a l a r g e  f u l l  bin. The isolation value 
bins should therefore be: 
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"S if [IT,(c):relative]^[1S,(c): l] 

m if[lT,(c)=relative]A[2<IS,(c)<x] 

[,(C) = 1 i f [ I T t ( c ) : r e l a t i v e l A [ x <  lS,(c)] 

sf if [ITt(c)= fu l l ] /x[ IS , (c )= l ] 

m f  if [IT,(c)= f u l l ] A [ 2  < lS,(c)] 
where sf stands for small full and mf for medium 
full. 

Estimating Prcombmed using these bins results m the probablhty 
functton described in Table 2. One can see that both the 
estimated probability and the observed proportion of new clusters 
for bin s m a l l  f u l l  are higher than for bin s m a l l ,  and for 
bm medT'um f u l l  are higher than for bm medium. 

lsolatmn Estimated Proportmn of New m 
Probabtlity SCOP 1.41 

occupied 0.00 0.02 

smal i 0.45 O. 15 

small full 0.59 0.27 

medium 0.62 0.33 

medium full 0.66 0.40 

added 0.75 0.42 

large 0.82 0.00 

Table 2 - Prcomb=ed with split f u 2 2  bin, based on structures 

from S C O P  1.37 

This analysis was performed after the evaluation against SCOP 
1.41 and is therfore presented here as a post modtfication to the 
estimation process. 

5. Up-to-date Estimations Based on SCOP 
1.41, and Proposed List of Selected Targets 
Having evaluated the estimations based on SCOP 1.37, we 
concluded that our procedure for generating these est,mations is 
reliable. We than apphed the same procedure to the structures 
from SCOP 1.41. The only modlficatmn made to the procedure ,s 
the sphtting of the f u l l  tsolatmn bin, as discussed m the 
previous section. The new Prcom~,,,,t probabdtty ts shown tn 
Table 3. 

Isolation Esnmated Probablity 

occupied 0.00 
smal I 0 44 
small full " 0.56 

medium 0.63 

medium full 0.64 

added 0.75 

large 0.88 

Table 3 - Prcomb,nea based on structures from S C O P  1.41 

The boundaries of the bins have not changed. The changes m the 
probabilities estimated for each bin are mostly due to the 

changed in the prior. However, the probabilities assigned to 
clusters in the neighborhood of newly discovered structures were 
changed. 

We regard the clusters assigned to the top two bins of the new 
Prcomb,nea as possible targets for structural determination. 599 
clusters (4.5% of all clusters) that account for 5.8% of the 
sequences are in tMs hst. Following subtraction of membranous 
clusters and considering clusters that have more than 5 sequences 
in each, the number of clusters in this target list is reduced to 81. 
Among these, 67 clusters are still to be solved as no signtficant 
homologues are found in the current PDB (dated up to 6 th 
November 1999). SCOP classification of some of these recently 
solved structures Is still pending. These clusters compose our 
proposed hst of targets. The list of target proteins associated with 
their probability to be new and additional data regarding tMs 
study are avarlable at http:/twww.cs.huji,acal/~elonp/Targets. 

6. Discussion 
The discovery of a novel fold may contribute to understanding 
functional detarls of entire protein families, thus, a scheme for 
discovering those currently missing folds is desirable [5] and 
[12]. Here we present a systematic statlsucal-computational 
approach according to which the pace of discovering new folds 
may be accelerated. High probabihty for having new folds is 
assigned for 5.8% of the sequences. While our target proteins are 
not resmcted to any specific organism, they may be incorporated 
to protem targets associated with numerous structural genomms 
projects. The occurrence of our target proteins m various 
orgamsms is thus provided. 

Our statistical analysis, which produced results at the structural 
level of folds, has shown that the related cluster hsts of 
ProtoMap capture information about relationship between folds. 
ProtoMap is based only on sequence informatton. Thus we have 
proved that through a global approach considering relatmnshlps 
between all known sequences, one can draw information about 
structure at the level of protem folds from sequence alone. Our 
analysts includes several heuristtc dectsions: The choice of 
ProtoMap's most relaxed level (le-0); The asmgnment of a single 
representauve fold to each occupied cluster; The chotce of 
~solatmn values as we defined them as our basic parameter 
describing each cluster; the thresholds 00,  0.1, 0.3 on 
relatedness of clusters. Such decisions are required m essentmlly 
any automated iearnmg process. A poor chome of features results 
in the fadure of the learning process, and features that lead to 
successful iearnmg, as indicated by tests, are legmmate. 

The multi-domain problem is inherent to any analysis that is 
whole-protein oriented. When we consider a certain cluster, we 
choose one fold to represent it. If this cluster consists of multi- 
domain proteins, than this fold represents only one of ~ts 
domams. The multt-domam problem can also lead to false 
transitivity of relatedness of dusters: Let cluster a have domain 
1, cluster b have domains 1 and 2, and cluster c have domain 3. 
Cluster a m~ght be connected wa cluster b to cluster c even 
though they do not share any true relatedness. In this study, these 
problems add noise to our results, but do not bias them one way 
or the other since they occur when we esttmate both D~"'[I] and 
D,°~[/I. 
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The stattsucal model that was considered in determining the 
probabdlty of a protein to have new fold is very naive. The 
information in ProtoMap's related clusters lists, if mined by more 
sophisticated information mmmg techniques 0.e. improved 
algorithms and better choice of data features) will probably 
provide predictions of the fold identity of yet unsolved proteins. 
This identity could either be a known fold or an unknown fold. In 
the latter case, the structure of the fold would not be determined, 
but a list of proteins with a high probability to have this 
unknown fold would be supphed. 

The results of the prediction success evaluation (Fig. 5) show a 
strong correlatJon between predicted probability to be new and 
proportion of new clusters among tested clusters in each bin. Our 
predicted probabilities depend on the estimated total number of 
folds. Using any value for the estimated total number of folds 
(700 to 10,000) does not change the order of the predicted 
probabllmes assigned to the bins, therefore the prediction 
success results validate our analysis regardless of the total 
number of folds. 
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